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Highlights

Scenario analysis and multiple criteria decision analysis were combined to evaluate alternative forest management strategies for Linköping municipality, Sweden.
Continuous cover forestry (CCF) promoted ecological and social objectives better than evenaged forestry but was worse for economic objectives.
Ecological and social objectives were important to the municipality and thus, in summary,
CCF seemed to be a suitable strategy.

Abstract

Forests are increasingly managed both to provide a sustainable yield of timber and for supplying
a range of ecosystem services in line with the concept of sustainable forest management. Several
incommensurable interests must then be considered, and it is necessary to strike a balance between
different objectives. In evaluation of trade-offs to be made, both objective factors and subjective
values need to be taken into account. In recent years, continuous cover forestry (CCF) has been
put forward as an alternative to even-aged forestry. The aim of this study was to use scenario
analysis in combination with multi criteria decision analysis (MCDA) to evaluate whether CCF is
a suitable strategy based on the decision makers’ objectives and preferences for sustainable forest
management in a specific landscape. This approach was applied to a planning case on the forest
estate of the Linköping municipality in southwestern Sweden. The scenario analyses provided
insights into relevant quantitative factors, while the MCDA evaluation helped in clarifying the
objectives of the forest management and in assessing the relative importance of various objectives.
The scenario analyses showed that in this case CCF is a good management strategy in ecological
and social terms but yields worse economic outcomes than conventional even-aged forestry. In
the Linköping case, there was a relatively strong emphasis on ecological and social aspects and
thus, in summary, CCF seemed to be the most suitable option.
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1 Introduction
Increasing focus on sustainable forest management means that nowadays forests are managed
not only to provide a sustainable yield of wood but also for supplying a range of other ecosystem
services. In addition, multifunctional forest management frequently concerns multiple values and
perspectives, and inevitable trade-offs among conflicting objectives, e.g., in publicly owned forests. This has led to a search for alternatives to even-aged forestry, which has been the standard
management system in northern Europe and other parts of the boreal zone over the last 60 years
(Oleskog et al. 2008). In even-aged forestry the forest is divided into stands and a cycle of final
felling, regeneration and thinning is performed over the course of each rotation period to produce
a relatively homogeneous forest structure within each stand with respect to age, height, diameter,
and in many cases, species composition. For instance, forestry in Finland and Sweden is highly
mechanized and relies on harvesting technologies designed for even-aged forest management.
Even-aged forestry is therefore typically considered to be the economically and technically optimal management system in these countries. An alternative that has been mentioned and that have
received increased attention in Scandinavia is continuous cover forestry (CCF). CCF is “characterized by selective harvesting; the stand age is undefined and forest development does not follow a
cyclic harvest-and-regeneration pattern” (Gadow 2001, in Pommerening and Murphy 2004). There
is ongoing research and debate on how these alternative management systems, even-aged forestry
and CCF, fulfill the objectives of sustainable forest management (Kuuluvainen et al. 2012). For
example, in old forests that have historically been subjected to selective felling but have never
been clear felled, CCF is considered to promote ecological objectives because these forests contain
species that depend on forest continuity (Jonsson et al. 2005). In urban forests, CCF may be more
compatible with recreational use because it does not generate clear-felled areas (Rydberg and Falck
2000). Studies on the effects of CCF on economic output show mixed results (Kuuluvainen et al.
2012). In comparing the economic performance of CCF with even-aged forestry, some studies
conclude that even-aged foresty is generally superior (e.g., Wikström 2000; Andreassen and Øyen
2002), while others find that CCF perform better than even-aged forestry (e.g., Tahvonen at al.
2010). The differences between the studies depend to a large extent on the model setup, and factors
that seem to be influential are the economic assumptions (e.g., harvesting costs and discount rate),
the initial state of the forest (i.e., standing stock, age structure, and, for even aged stands, stand
age), as well as the growth models used (e.g., rate of ingrowth) (Knoke 2012; Kuuluvainen et al.
2012). Many of the field studies (e.g., Erefur et al. 2008) and modeling studies (e.g., Wikström
2000; Pukkala et al. 2011) on CCF have focused on its effects at the stand level. There have been
few investigations into its economic, social, and ecological impact at the landscape level (Axelsson et al. 2007; Knoke 2012) and, to our knowledge, none in relation to the forest owners goals.
Scenario analysis is one potential tool that can be used to predict the long-term effects of specific forest management systems on ecosystem services based on forest inventory data and growth
models. However, in addition it is necessary to make trade-offs between conflicting objectives, and
the various scenarios will have different outcomes with respect to each of the objectives considered.
The optimal scenario in any given case will thus be partially determined by the preferences of the
decision maker, and it is necessary to perform preference modeling when evaluating scenarios in
order to make appropriate compromises between different objectives. Thus, when evaluating different management systems, we need tools that can predict their effects on ecosystem services but
also methods that can take subjective preferences of decision makers into account. A promising
method that has been suggested for explicitly including the preferences of decision makers and
stakeholders in forest planning is multiple criteria decision analysis (MCDA) (e.g., Kangas et al.
1996; Pykäläinen et al. 1999; Kangas et al. 2001; Ananda and Herath 2003; Sheppard and Meitner
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2005; Pykäläinen et al. 2007; Hiltunen et al. 2008; Nordström et al. 2010). MCDA is an umbrella
term describing a collection of formal approaches for handling cases in which multiple conflicting
objectives must be considered in the planning process and for analyzing their relative importance.
Performing this analysis supports and augments the decision maker’s knowledge and understanding
of their preferences for the objectives. Therefore, we propose that integrating MCDA with scenario
analysis can support the planning process by providing a tool for structuring and organizing the
evaluation of scenarios, e.g., in the case of evaluating effects of different management systems.
The objective of this study is to evaluate whether CCF is a suitable strategy based on the
decision makers’ objectives and preferences for sustainable forest management in a specific landscape. This is done by combining scenario analysis with MCDA since the evaluation and choice
of management system in a particular planning situation should depend both on the present and
future state of the forest as well as on the objectives and preferences of the decision maker.
The combined approach was applied in a planning process for the forest estate of Linköping
municipality in southwestern Sweden. In the first step of the forest planning process, the objectives
and the structure of the problem were defined. Next, three scenarios involving different levels of
CCF were generated using the Heureka system (Wikström et al. 2011). Finally, these scenarios
were evaluated with respect to each of the objectives and the relative importance of each objective was assessed using MCDA method, resulting in a ranking of the scenarios according to the
preferences of the decision makers.

2 Material and methods
2.1 Scenario analysis using the Heureka decision support system
One of the main tools used to evaluate the effects of CCF in this work was scenario analysis,
performed using the Heureka forest decision support system. The Heureka system is a decision
support system for the analysis and planning of forest landscape management that was recently
developed at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (Wikström et al. 2011). The foundation of the Heureka system is projections of the tree cover development. Data on current forest
conditions, the applied management actions, and known ecosystem processes are used to predict
the future state of the forest and the provision of ecosystem services. Forecasts can be made for a
large number of variables, including common forest variables such as timber volume, age, species
distribution and the output of various primary products (sawlogs, pulpwood, and biomass) as well
as factors such as recreation index and the amount of carbon storage in trees and soil. The Heureka
system requires input data in the form of stand registers and maps. Once this has been provided,
scenarios are simulated in two steps: (1) treatment simulation, and (2) treatment selection. In step 1,
a number of alternative treatment schedules are generated for each stand in the area to be analyzed.
A treatment schedule is a sequence of treatments (e.g., regeneration, thinning and clear cutting)
that is performed over the period covered by the simulation. Treatment schedules are generated by
assigning the stands in the area to different management systems, which are associated with specific
management categories that control the generation of treatment schedules. In step 2, a result in the
form of a management plan or a scenario is selected by assigning a single treatment schedule to
each stand. The most appropriate treatment schedule for each stand is selected using the system’s
built-in optimization tool based on the overall objective function and specified constraints.
CCF is implemented in Heureka as a continually repeated series of selective harvests.
Because it does not involve any final felling or clear cutting, CCF management regimes cannot be
defined in terms of rotation periods. By default, the selective harvests are simulated as thinnings
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from above, i.e., harvesting of the largest trees, following a pre-defined selection guide. The type
of harvest (from above or from below, the tree species targeted, etc.) and the volume to harvest,
as well as the interval between two sequential selective harvests, can be re-defined by the user to
adapt the simulation to the conditions at hand. Models for natural regeneration are used to simulate the ingrowth of new trees, which is likely to occur to fill in gaps in the canopy generated by
harvesting, and it is assumed that planting is not needed. The harvesting costs are variable relative
to the volume harvested and are calculated based on spatial individual tree models. There are no
fixed costs included. A more detailed discussion on the simulation of CCF using Heureka and the
related economic calculations has been presented by Wikström (2008).

2.2 Multiple criteria decision analysis
The other main tool used to evaluate the effects of CCF in this study was MCDA; i.e., more
specifically, the SMART method. MCDA is a tool for analyzing complex problems that cannot
be solved using ordinary unstructured decision making. The various MCDA techniques that are
available can be classified in a number of ways. One of the common classifications distinguishes
between Multiple Objective Decision Analysis (MODA) and Multiple Attribute Decision Analysis
(MADA) (Malczewski 1999). The major difference between these two groups is the number of
alternatives that are evaluated. In a forestry context, MODA techniques can be used to generate
a number of management plans that cannot be improved with respect to one objective without
impairing the outcome for other objectives. MADA techniques, on the other hand, can be used to
select the best alternative from a limited number of options. For example, in a forestry context,
MADA could be used in situations where it is necessary to evaluate the performance of a limited
number of management scenarios for a landscape with respect to timber production, biodiversity,
and recreational use.

2.2.1 The SMART method
The MCDA technique used in this work is a MADA variant from the SMART method family
(Simple Multi-Attribute Rating Technique) (von Winterfeldt and Edwards 1986). This approach has
been used in a number of studies on multi-objective forest planning (Kajanus et al. 2004; Ananda
and Herath 2009). In this work, we followed the procedure described in Kangas and Kangas (2005),
which requires that the objectives and available solutions be identified and formulated in an objective hierarchy. Objectives can be defined as statements of something that one wants to achieve.
They are commonly expressed with reference to some variable and have a preferential direction,
i.e., they are of the form “an increase in this variable is desirable” or “a decrease in this variable is
desirable” (Keeney 1992). A hierarchy can be defined as a tree-like structure in which objectives
are organized according to how they relate to one-another. After the objective hierarchy has been
established, points are assigned to each of the alternatives (which in this case are the different
scenarios) and to the different objectives based on the decision maker’s preferences. For each
objective, the decision maker gives a score of 100 to the scenario that he or she thinks performs
best for that particular objective. Proportionally smaller scores are then given to the other scenarios
according to their performance with respect to the objective in question. Multiple scenarios can be
given the same score if the decision maker so chooses. This process is repeated until scores have
been assigned for each scenario with respect to every objective. The next step involves ranking
the importance of the different objectives. The decision maker assigns a score of 100 to the most
important objective, with less important objectives receiving proportionally smaller scores. This
process is repeated for each level and branch of the objective hierarchy. Once all scenarios and
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objectives have been evaluated, the scores are converted into weightings between 0 and 1. If there
are multiple decision makers, weightings are first calculated for each decision maker separately
and then an average of the individual weightings is calculated to produce a common weighting.
The result is a ranking of the alternatives based on the preferences of the decision makers.

3 Case study
3.1 Linköping’s municipal forests
The municipality of Linköping currently owns approximately 2600 hectares of forest, most of
which is situated close to the city of Linköping. These forests are used extensively for recreational
purposes by the area’s inhabitants. In addition, 340 ha of the forest lands are protected nature
reserves. The average standing stock density is 151 m3sk/ha, and the forest consists primarily of
spruce (Picea abies) dominated sites (60%) with an average annual growth of 8.6 m3sk/ha. The
remaining area is pine (Pinus sylvestris) dominated sites and has an average annual growth of 5.9
m3sk/ha. The forest’s current average stand age is 68 years.
The forestry is certified by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), which means that it must
be managed in a way that satisfies ecological, social and economic sustainability requirements
(FSC 2010). There is a forest management plan that is especially focused on recreation and also
a policy for the municipality forest estate. The management plan places special emphasis on the
forest’s recreational uses. In the municipality’s policy, the forest is classified into three different
zones based on its recreational value (Linköpings kommun 2006). Zone 1 is the so-called “recreation forest” and consists of sites that are adjacent to residential areas and recreational facilities.
These sites are very valuable for recreation and are regularly visited by large numbers of people.
They also provide important play areas for children. Zone 2 is referred to as “recreation forest with
some production forestry” and is also used for recreation. People often visit this zone for specific
recreational activities, and may move across large areas of land while doing so. Typical visitors
to this zone include runners, horse riders, cyclists and hikers. Zone 3 is known as “production
forest with general consideration for environmental values” and consists of sites that see the least
recreational usage. The forests within each zone are managed according to different guidelines,
and the purpose of the zoning is to facilitate management that accommodates diverse recreational
activities as well as productive forestry. Because CCF is considered to be superior to even-aged
forestry in terms of creating socially and recreationally useful urban forests, the municipal authorities wanted to examine the long-term consequences of applying CCF across the majority of their
forested holdings. The authors of this paper were therefore asked to design and perform an evaluation process. The case study and the results are presented in a working report in Swedish intended
for the municipality and users of the Heureka system (Öhman et al. 2013).

3.2 The process
3.2.1 The Intelligence phase
The approach used to evaluate CCF followed the general planning process suggested by Simon
(1960) and consisted of three phases: (i) Intelligence, (ii) Design, and (iii) Choice (Fig. 1).
The aim of the intelligence phase was to define the problem. In this study, this meant defining the objectives that CCF should be evaluated against. The phase was initiated during a one-day
meeting with the municipality’s forest manager and ecologist. In this meeting, a general outline of
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Fig. 1. The general three phase planning process described by Simon (1960) that was adapted
to and used in the case study of Linköping.

the process was presented by the authors and the expectations of the forest manager and the ecologist were discussed. In addition, the objectives of the municipality were discussed. The objectives
proposed in the meeting, together with the statements in the municipality’s general forest policy
(Linköpings kommun 2006), its environmental protection program (Linköpings kommun 2008),
and the forest management plan, were then used to construct an objective hierarchy.

3.2.2 The Design phase
The aim of the second phase was to generate three different scenarios (A, B and C) in which CCF
was applied to different proportions of the municipality’s forest holdings. For each scenario, the
expected outcome with respect to each of the objectives was predicted over a 100 year period,
which is the commonly used horizon for long-term forest planning as it covers a rotation period.
The longer the horizon, the more the uncertainty of the projections increases. The scenarios were
developed using the two step procedure of the Heureka system, (see section 2.1). In the first step,
the treatment simulation, a set of treatment schedules was simulated for each stand. In scenario A,
the objective was to mimic as closely as possible the management regime outlined in the current
forestry policy of the municipality. For zone 1 this meant that for 25% of the forest only treatment
schedules applying no management at all were simulated, and for the rest of the area treatment
schedules applying CCF were simulated. In zone 2, schedules applying no management at all were
simulated for 25% of the forest area. For the rest of the area, schedules applying a management
with prolonged rotations and promoting broadleaves were simulated. In zone 3 treatment schedules
consisting of conventional thinnings and clear cuttings were simulated. The purpose of scenario
B was to simulate a management were CCF was used to the greatest possible extent. Thus, for
scenario B, CCF-based treatment schedules were applied to zone 3 stands, while stands in zones
1 and 2 were treated according to the current policy. The schedules were thus generated in the
same way as in scenario A for zone 1 and 2. Scenario C was designed to represent a compromise
between even-aged forestry and CCF. Therefore, treatment schedules applying both conventional
even-aged forestry and CCF were simulated for all of the zone 3 stands. Stands in zones 1 and 2
had schedules simulated based on the current policy in the same way as scenario A and B.
In this study, CCF was simulated using the default settings in Heureka. Thus, thinning from
above was applied. The harvested volume was between 20–40% in each thinning. The lowest allowable standing stock after thinning was define by §10 in the Swedish Forestry Act (SFS 1979:429),
which sets a lower limit for the standing stock after thinning.
In the second step, treatment selection, a single treatment schedule was selected for each
stand using an optimization model consisting of an objective function and constraints. In scenario
A, the net present value (NPV), i.e., the discounted revenues and costs from future forestry (e.g.,
Wikström 2000), was maximized under the constraint that all stands should be managed with evenaged forestry. In scenario B, the NPV from future forestry was maximized under the constraint
that all stands in zone 3 should be managed with CCF. In scenario C, the area managed using
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CCF was maximized under the constraint that the NPV should not be less than 90% of the NPV
achieved using only conventional even-aged forestry, i.e., the NPV for scenario A. For all three
scenarios, the discount rate used for calculating NPV was 2%. Two common constraints were
applied to all three scenarios: (i) an even-flow constraint requiring that the harvested volume for
any one simulated five year period did not deviate from the average harvested volume for all five
year periods by more than 10%, and (ii) a adjacency constraint that prevented the size of any clear
cut from being greater than five hectares in any one five year period. The optimization model was
thus a typical standard model I formulation (Johnson and Scheurman 1977), with the exception
of the adjacency restrictions and the binary constraints for the decision variables. The model was
formulated with the optimization modeling system included in the Heureka system and the stated
problem was solved using a traditional branch and bound algorithm with CPLEX 11.0.

3.2.3 The Choice phase
The aim of the third phase was to determine the preferences of the decision maker for the different scenarios with respect to their outcomes and to assess the relative importance of the different
objectives using the SMART method. In the choice phase, the forest manager and the municipal
ecologist (henceforth referred to as the decision makers) participated in a one day workshop
during which they evaluated the various scenarios using the SMART method as implemented in
the Heureka system (Wikström et al. 2011). Before the evaluation was conducted, they were given
a brief overview of the methods used to generate the different scenarios and of how the MCDA
software works. The decision makers were provided with computers that had the Heureka system
installed and the scenarios already set up. The scenarios were presented in figures that illustrated
the outcomes of the three different scenarios for each objective over the entire planning horizon.
In addition, we provided a table that showed the average value of each objective over time, the
average trend in each objective over time, the variation in each objective, and the maximum and
minimum values for each objective over the entire planning horizon for all three scenarios. This
was done to give the decision makers an idea of the variation and trends in the data. The decision
makers were then told how to use the SMART method to express their prioritization of the different scenarios with respect to each objective, and how to express their prioritization of the different objectives. These prioritizations were converted into weightings; individual weightings were
calculated for each individual maker, and average weightings were then computed based on the
two sets of individual weightings. The results of the exercise were presented and discussed towards
the end of the workshop, and a sensitivity analysis was performed to show the consequences of
changing the decision makers’ prioritizations in various directions.

4 Results
The main output of the intelligence phase was an objective hierarchy describing the objectives
of Linköping municipality (see Fig. 2 and Table 1). The design phase generated three scenarios,
whose outcomes with respect to the objectives are summarized in Table 2 (for see outcomes of the
scenarios on each criterion, see Appendix A, Fig. A1-A13). In the SMART evaluation performed
during the choice phase the decision makers relied mainly on Fig. A1-A13 for illustration. The table
showing various measures of variations over time was not as useful to them and it was not possible
to determine whether anyone measure of variation was more useful for a criterion than others.
The SMART procedure resulted in weights for the objectives and weights for the alternatives
in terms of each objective. These data were pooled to produce an overall ranking of the different
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Fig. 2. Objective hierarchy for the case study stated by the municipality’s forest
manager and the ecologist alongside the statements in the municipality’s
general forest policy.

Fig. 3. Overall ranking of the three scenarios for the municipality of Linköping.

scenarios based on the preferences of the decision makers (see Figs. 3–5). Based on this overall
ranking, scenario B seems to be the most suitable for the municipality of Linköping, given the preferences expressed by the forest manager and the municipal ecologist (Fig. 3). The ecologist ranked
scenario B highest, while the forest manager ranked scenarios B and C equally highly. Scenario
A, which involved the use of even-aged forestry in all three zones, was the least preferred option.
Scenario B was given the lowest ranking in economic terms (Fig. 4a). Based on their individual evaluations of the scenarios, the ecologist considered scenario A to be the best economically
while the forest manager ranked scenario C more highly in this sense. Scenario B, which primarily involved uneven-aged forestry, seemed to be the preferred option with respect to ecological
objectives, followed by the compromise alternative of scenario C. Scenario A, which was based
on exclusively even-aged forestry had the lowest ecological ranking (Fig. 4b). With respect to the
social objectives, the ecologist assigned the highest ranking to scenario B, while the forest manager assigned equally high rankings to scenarios B and C (Fig. 4c). Scenario A again received the
lowest ranking in this case (Fig. 4c).
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Table 1. A description of the objectives considered when drawing up the objective hierarchy.
Objective

Description

Net income (SEK)

The net income from forestry measured in Swedish Crowns (SEK). In Heureka, the
net income was defined as revenues minus costs.
The volume of harvested wood. If harvest levels are relatively even over time, there
will be a even flow of wood for industrial uses, the forest will produce an even
income, and the age distribution of its trees will be relatively even over time. In
Heureka, the harvested volume was defined as the total harvested volume, which
includes wood obtained from final fellings, thinnings, selective fellings and fellings
of shelterwood and seed trees.
The area undergoing harvesting, i.e., final felling or thinning, or any silvicultural
treatment, e.g., cleaning, fertilization, soil preparation or planting. If a large area
is to be treated in a given period, this may require more time or resources than are
available. In Heureka, the treated area was defined as the sum of the total harvested
area and the area to which any silvicultural treatments were being applied.
The average annual growth for the landscape considered. A high and even growth
indicates that the forest is being optimally and sustainably managed. In Heureka, the
average growth was defined as the annual gross growth, i.e., natural mortality was
accounted for.
The presence of oak forests can increase biodiversity at both the stand and the landscape level, since many rare species depend on oaks. In Heureka, the area of oak
forest was defined as the area of forest in which oaks accounted for more than 25%
of the standing wood volume.
Old forests are becoming increasingly rare, but they are important for biodiversity
because many species rely on them. In Heureka, the area of old forest was defined
as the area of forest older than 90 years.
Large broadleaved trees are becoming rare and are important for biodiversity
because many species are dependent on old and large broadleaves. In Heureka, the
volume of large broadleaves was defined as the volume of broadleaves with a diameter greater than 25 cm (at 1.3 m from the ground).
Broadleaves in general are important for biodiversity since many species are
dependent on them. In Heureka, the broadleaf volume was defined as the total
volume of all broadleaved tree species.
Dead wood is important for biodiversity because many species depend on its presence. In Heureka, the dead wood volume was defined as the volume of raw and hard
dead wood, i.e., dead wood belonging to decay classes 0 and 1 (in Heureka) or hard
dead wood according to the definition used in the Swedish National Forest Inventory (SLU, 2012).
Clearcut areas are areas where final felling recently has been performed and a new
forest has not yet been established. In Heureka, the clearcut area was defined as the
sum of the area allocated for final felling and the area of forest younger than 5 years.
Sparse forest is the typical recreational forest – it is quite light and has good visibility. In Heureka, sparsely forested areas were defined as forest sites with trees heights
above 10 m and fewer than 1000 stems per ha.
Variation in tree species may increase the recreational value of the forest. Spruce
and pine are the most common tree species in Swedish forests, so the relative abundance of coniferous trees was used as a proxy for tree species variation. In Heureka,
the variation in tree species was defined as the proportion of the total wood volume
in each stand from coniferous species.
Old forests have a high recreational value, but variation in tree age can also increase
a forest’s recreational value by creating variation at the landscape level. In Heureka,
the variation in age was defined as the standard deviation in the total age of the
forest (expressed as a percentage of the average age).

Harvested volume
(m3/ha and year)

Treated area (ha and year)

Average growth
(m3/ha and year)
Area oak forest (ha)

Area old forest (ha)
Volume large broadleaves
(m3/ha)
Volume broadleaves (m3/ha)
Volume dead wood (m3/ha)

Clearcut area (ha)
Area sparse forest (ha)
Variation in tree species
(share of coniferous trees)

Variation in age (years)
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Fig. 4. Ranking of the three scenarios for the municipality of Linköping
from a) the economic perspective, b) the ecological perspective and
c) the social perspective.
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Fig. 5. Ranking of a) the economic objectives, b) the ecological objectives
and c) the social objectives.
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Table 2. The outcome for the three scenarios in terms of the mean value for each
objective over the entire 100 year horizon of the simulation.
Net income (SEK)
Harvested volume
(m3/ha and year)
Treated area (ha and year)
Average growth
(m3/ha and year)
Area oak forest (ha)
Area old forest (ha)
Volume large broadleaves
(m3/ha)
Volume broadleaves (m3/ha)
Volume dead wood (m3/ha)
Clearcut area (ha)
Area sparse forest (ha)
Variation in tree species
Variation in age

A

B

C

1 861 512
3.52

1 313 356
2.46

1 672 569
3.11

111.37
4.88

86.90
3.89

102.08
4.48

372.85
1022.26
51.46

437.50
1453.13
63.25

389.83
1195.49
57.59

70.18
6.52
52.71
1399.03
34.6%
35.82

83.65
7.28
0.26
1890.81
35.3%
29.55

78.14
6.89
25.94
1641.39
34.8%
32.27

Net income was considered to be the most important economic objective by a long way
(Fig. 5a). However, the forest manager also assigned some importance to harvested volume, treated
area and average growth, all of which are related to silviculture in some way (Fig. 5a). All of the
ecological objectives were given relatively similar overall weightings (Fig. 5b). However, the
ecologist considered the oak forest area, volume of dead wood and old forest area to be somewhat
more important than the other ecological objectives (Fig. 5b). The most important social objective was minimizing the clear cut area, while the extent of sparsely forested areas and the level of
tree species variation were considered less important. The least important social variable was the
variation in tree age (Fig. 5c).

5 Discussion
The complexity of forest management planning has increased over the last few decades. Today, a
broad set of objectives must be considered in the decision making process. The case study presented
here illustrates the sort of problems that forest managers may encounter where economic, ecological
and social values need to be considered. Unlike previous studies on this topic, the present study
emphasizes both long-term effects on different ecosystem services and the relative importance of
different objectives for evaluating CCF in a specific case. The results from the scenario analysis
show that the CCF strategy performed better for almost all ecological and social objectives but is
worse from an economic perspective. This contradicts previous estate-level studies of the economics of CCF (Knoke 2012). The MCDA evaluation showed that the decision makers placed a high
priority on ecological and social objectives in Linköping, so CCF (Scenario B) seems to be the
most suitable option in this case.
In an evaluation of this sort, which is designed to help forest owners to select an appropriate
forest management strategy, both objective facts and subjective values need to be considered. In
the Linköping case, the scenario analyses performed using the Heureka system based on data from
the forest management plan provided factual information to support decision making, while the
MCDA evaluation helped the decision makers to clarify their objectives and their preferences with
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regard to these objectives. However, while the results obtained clearly show that scenario analysis
in conjunction with MCDA can be a valuable tool for combining information on objective facts
and subjective values to obtain a better understanding of the problem at hand, some limitations of
the method and possible improvements need to be addressed.
A critical issue in the scenario analysis is the accuracy with which the Heureka system models
CCF, since the diverging outcome on economic performance of CCF compared with existing estatelevel studies most likely results from differences in modeling approach and assumptions. Heureka is
an advanced forest decision support system with sophisticated and realistic models. These are used
to create so-called model forests that represent present and future states of the studied forest. These
model forests are created starting at year zero of the simulation, since the initial state of the forest
is actually a representation or model of the real forests based on forest data. The forests analyzed in
Heureka are thus models of reality, which we assume to be broadly accurate. The growth and yield
models in Heureka are primarily based on data for forests managed using an even-aged approach.
Since there is relatively little historical forest data on the effects of CCF, the growth and yield
models used today may be less reliable for simulating CCF than for even-aged forestry. However,
tests comparing data from historical selective cuttings to results obtained using models suggest that
the models’ predictions are accurate enough to be useful in such cases (Wikström 2008). Another
issue that should be mentioned is how the effect of applying CCF to initially even-aged forest is
simulated in Heureka. In reality, to continually manage even-aged forest with CCF means that the
forest will be transformed into uneven-aged forest. This transition phase may be long, most likely
exceeding the 100 year planning horizon in this study, and economic output from CCF may be
lower in the transition phase compared with the final uneven-aged stage (Schou et al. 2012). The
length of the transition phase will vary depending on the initial state of the forest and how CCF is
applied. Since CCF is simulated as repeated thinnings from above in this case study, the transition
phase will generally be very long. In addition, the limit for lowest allowable standing stock after
thinning set by the Forestry Act may prolong the transition, decrease the economic output and
impair the natural regeneration (Kuuluvainen et al. 2012). However, our aim is not to evaluate
CCF in general, but to evaluate the consequences of applying CCF in the Linköping case in terms
of the effects on the objectives of the decision makers. Thus, in evaluating the effects of CCF in
this specific case we have to take into account that the initial state of the forest in Linköping is in
reality to a large extent even-aged. Potentially CCF could have performed better with regard to the
economic criteria if a larger part of the forest would have been uneven-aged initially.
One of the most important questions to answer regarding MCDA is “what should be considered when using MCDA and how should the method be implemented in practice”? The choice
of specific MCDA method should be adapted to the specific planning situation at hand and to the
characteristics of the situation, e.g., the number of decision makers and their level of expertise as
well as the number and nature of the available options and objectives (Guitoni and Martel 1998;
Nordström et al. 2010). In this case, the decision makers had no previous knowledge of MCDA
or training in its use, and the evaluation was performed in a single session. We therefore chose to
use SMART, since it is a relatively straightforward method and is implemented in the Heureka
system. AHP (Saaty 1990), which is also implemented in the Heureka system, could potentially
have been a viable alternative to SMART. However, we considered it to be more demanding for the
decision makers, given the short period of time available for learning. Inadequate understanding of
the pairwise comparisons that AHP relies on could have resulted in the articulation of inconsistent
preferences (Nordström et al. 2010). In the case study, three realistic scenarios involving different
degrees of CCF were developed, all of which could reasonably be implemented in practice. Only
three scenarios were considered in order to keep the evaluation process from becoming excessively demanding for the decision makers. However, because of the limited number of scenarios
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considered, it is likely that some potentially interesting mix of CCF and even-aged forestry were
overlooked. In general, a wide range of alternatives is available when dealing with forest planning
problems because there will usually be a large number of stands to consider, all of which can be
assigned to different treatments at different points in time (Rauscher et al. 2000). Forest planning
problems are therefore typically MODA-type problems. When such problems are addressed using
a MADA approach (as was done in this case and in many others), the challenge at hand changes
from a question of designing potential plans to one of choosing from a defined set of discrete alternatives. This makes the method by which these alternatives are defined very important, because
the decision space is restricted and interesting solutions may thus be discarded. This could potentially be alleviated by iterating on the evaluation process as the decision maker learns more about
the characteristics of the forest system and comes to a stronger understanding of the trade-offs
between different objectives. This would enable the creation of additional scenarios. For example,
evaluation of the initial set of alternatives could result in the identification of gaps in the scenarios
considered or reveal a new direction of improvement. One of the difficulties of using MCDA to
evaluate long-term scenarios has to do with deciding at what point in time the performance of the
alternatives should be evaluated with respect to each objective (Montibeller and Franco 2010).
Should we look at the situation at the end of the simulated period (i.e., after 100 years in this case)?
Alternatively, should we look at a range of time points (e.g., 25, 50, and 75 years into the simulated
period) or consider the outcome over the course of the entire simulation? We tried to determine
which measure of variation provided the most useful information for each objective. However, the
decision makers’ responses to our questions on this topic were ambiguous and it is not possible to
draw any reliable conclusions from this.
In this work, the municipality of Linköping was represented by the forest manager and the
municipal ecologist. While their individual preferences were somewhat different, they were sufficiently similar that it seemed appropriate to aggregate their preferences by taking the arithmetic
mean with respect to each outcome, i.e., by assigning equal weightings to their opinions (Nordström
et al. 2012). The differences between the emphases the forest manager and the ecologist placed on
economic and ecological factors probably reflect their different areas of competence to some extent
(Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). The forest manager seemed to have a more differentiated view of the economic
objectives in the sense that harvested volume, treated area and average growth – all of which relate
to forest management – were of some importance to him but not to the ecologist. Similarly, the
ecologist seemed to have a more differentiated view regarding the importance of the ecological
objectives. However, it should be noted that both the manager and the ecologist should ultimately
represent and act in the interest of the municipality’s inhabitants. In addition, real decisions on
forest policy often are often political and made by the representatives in the municipal council.

6 Conclusions
The results presented in this study suggest that CCF may be a suitable forest management strategy
in cases where ecological and social aspects are important, but is less effective than even-aged
forestry in economic terms. Therefore, the preferences and priorities of the decision makers will
determine which of the two is more appropriate in any given case. In this work, scenario analysis
and MCDA were used together in the decision making process in an approach that we believe is
very useful for supporting strategic decisions and for combining subjective and objective modelling. However, it is important to remember that MCDA is a decision support method. That is to say,
its purpose is not primarily to produce the best solution or even the “truth”, but rather to provide
a more detailed understanding of the problem at hand. Through an MCDA process, the decision
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maker learns more about the possibilities and limitations of various alternatives, and the trade-offs
between different objectives. In this way, it increases their ability to make an informed decision
and to identify policies that are likely to achieve their overall objectives.
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Appendix A – Scenario outcomes

Fig. A1. The net income for the three scenarios over the planning horizon of 100
years (divided into 20 five-year periods).

Fig. A2. The harvest volume for the three scenarios over the planning horizon
of 100 years (divided into 20 five-year periods).

Fig. A3. The treatment area for the three scenarios over the planning horizon
of 100 years (divided into 20 five-year periods).
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Fig. A4. The growth for the three scenarios over the planning horizon of 100
years (divided into 20 five-year periods).

Fig. A5. The area of oak for the three scenarios over the planning horizon of
100 years (divided into 20 five-year periods).

Fig. A6. The area of old forest for the three scenarios over the planning horizon
of 100 years (divided into 20 five-year periods).
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Fig. A7. The volume of large broadleaves for the three scenarios over the planning horizon of 100 years (divided into 20 five-year periods).

Fig. A8. The volume of broadleaves for the three scenarios over the planning
horizon of 100 years (divided into 20 five-year periods).

Fig. A9. The volume of dead wood for the three scenarios over the planning
horizon of 100 years (divided into 20 five-year periods).
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Fig. A10. The area of clear-cut forest land for the three scenarios over the planning horizon of 100 years (divided into 20 five-year periods).

Fig. A11. The sparsely forested land area for the three scenarios over the planning horizon of 100 years (divided into 20 five-year periods).

Fig. A12. The species variation for the three scenarios over the planning horizon
of 100 years (divided into 20 five-year periods).
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Fig. A13. The tree age variation for the three scenarios over the planning horizon
of 100 years (divided into 20 five-year periods).
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